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authorship

Author
Author
One who sets forth written statements; the composer or writer 
of a treatise or book. (OED)

Authority
Authority
Power to influence the conduct and actions of others; personal 
or practical influence. (OED)

L. auctor
L. auctor
a writer whose words commanded respect and belief
In the middle ages every discipline in the trivium had auctores--Cicero in rhetoric, Aristotle in 
dialectic--the same was true for the quadrivium Ptolemy in astronomy, the Bible for theology, etc.
Auctores established founding rules and principles--but auctores were not contemporaries. They 
derived their authority from medieval scribes ability to interpret, explain and resolve contemporary 
issues and conflicts through the authority of the auctores. The auctores explanatory power was 
allegorical. 
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•contemporaneity, the new world, expansion inability of the allegorical to explain the new--with the author arose 
the explorer, the merchant, the colonist, trader, reformer, adventurer, etc.--all of which coalesced around the 
concept of the modern subject--the autonomous individual bestowed with the ability to reason and to therefore 
discern the basis of his experience
•concurrent with the shift to the modern as the focal point of social and cultural experience--the emphasis on the 
present as opposed to the past
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• from the 15th century to the 20th authors 
saw a continuous rise in their social prestige
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• having helped fuel the shift from feudal to capitalist society the author moved away from the work of describing the everyday, 
the role of the author attempted to transcend the everyday--the genius was autonomous from the constraints of culture--this 
author--best characterized in what we now call ‘Romanticism’ was transcendent of the culture and it was from this 
transcendence that his authority derived. The Romantic author was not describing the new, he was the progenitor of the new.
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Over the last half century, this romantic ‘author,’ whose genius and originality bring ‘newness’ into the world, has been increasingly 
problematized by literary scholars and cultural historians such as Henri  Martin, Elizabeth Eisenstein and Martha Woodmansee,  Such 
detailed historical and cultural analysis has contributed greatly to a view of authorship that is contingent upon a number of factors: historical 
moment; geographical location; and prior cultural practice. Not only is the individual author a relatively recent historical phenomenon, the 
birth of the author as a solitary entity has marginalized a host of varied writing practices where the individual does not solely develop a 
work. Thus have literary and cultural studies mounted a sustained examination of the ‘author’ as a contingent figure.
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The debate over authorship was brought to the fore in late structuralism. In his seminal 1966 essay, “The Death of the Author,” Roland 
Barthes implores his readers to acknowledge the death of the author in order to liberate the reader. Using structuralist insights on language 
as a system, Barthes posits that the act of writing “is that neutral, composite, oblique space where our subject slips away, the negative where 
all identity is lost, starting with the very identity of the body writing” (142). He argues that by falling back upon the concept of an idealized, 
corporeal and totalizable author, we lose the ability to appreciate how texts function. Barthes is laying the foundation of an argument that he 
would continue to develop over the course of his career: the movement away from autonomous literary work to contingent cultural text. 
Replacing the author, he posits a modern scriptor that would emerge “simultaneously with the text,” thereby never “preceding or exceeding 
the writing” (146).
Barthes, in laying out this argument, makes the case that any analysis of iteration and representation consider the social, interactive and 
communicative function of language, and not just the biography, psychology and intentionality of the author (or, parallel with the ‘author,’ an 
idealized ‘work’ of the sort posited by some formalists, such as the New Critics). He writes, “a text is made of multiple writings, drawn from 
many cultures and entering into mutual relations of dialogue, parody, contestation, but there is one place where this multiplicity is focused 
and that place is the reader, not, as was hitherto said, the author” (148). In order to recognize Barthes’ insight, it is important to note the 
intellectual relevance of authorship to virtually every facet of humanistic scholarly inquiry. During the modern era, the humanistic traditions of 
Literature, Philosophy and History all developed in conjunction with, and were re-enforced by, the concept of individualized authorship. Thus, 
Barthes was responding to both academic and popular representations of authorship with his polemical essay, concluding with his now 
famous dictum: “the birth of the reader must be at the cost of the death of the Author” (148).
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The following year, Foucault responds to Barthes with “What is an Author,” a longer essay where he develops the concept of the author-
function. The notion of the corporeal author is reviewed as part of the discursive regimens that link the author to the work. Foucault 
heuristically deploys the question, asked earlier by Samuel Beckett, “What does it matter who is speaking,” to develop a new set of 
parameters to interrogate authorship, textuality and the types of authority that relate to conceptions of authorship. Much of the essay 
involves a careful explication of how we might conceive of the author-function. Importantly, Foucault is careful to note the variability of the 
author-function. Authorship may exist as a part of, and delimiting a variety of very different discourses. But Foucault does not want to 
simply replace the concept of the author with the author-function. In trying to read authorship as a contingent affair, he documents how the 
author-function does not affect discourse in a “universal and constant way” (149). Here Foucault the historian analyzes different types of 
authorship at different historical moments, noting the variable and at times contradictory function of the author under different conditions of 
discourse.
For example, Foucault looks at the inversion of the author-function as it relates to discourses we now call “scientific” and “literary.” During 
the Middle Ages, only those scientific texts marked with by authorship could be accepted as having authority. On the contrary, literary works 
were circulated and valorized without any consideration of authorship. He notes that in the seventeenth or eighteenth centuries, this 
situation became reversed and the author-function became more prominent in literature and less influential in science. This observation, on 
the variability of the author-function, serves two purposes. It shows how authorship can vary both amongst different discourses and within 
them as well. Thus, the question of authorship becomes a contingent affair, no longer to be projected upon a corporeal figure, but subject 
to specific, if variable, forces. Re-orienting the reception and analysis of texts towards an author-function would enable us to ask different 
kinds of questions than those we had grown accustomed to asking: i.e. “Who really spoke? Is it really he and not someone else? With what 
authenticity or originality? And what part of his deepest sense did he express in his discourse” (157).
Foucault’s aim in undertaking this critique of the author, not unlike Barthes, is to query naturalized conceptions relating author with work. 
But Foucault goes beyond Barthes own romanticization of the reader to a model where the author-function is variable and reconfigurable 
according to the tenets of the juridical, political and social institutions that shape all discourses and thereby frame how knowledge and 
authority come to be understood. While he suggests that the author-function may one day disappear, discourse requires that in its absence 
other forms of restriction and delimitation will appear.
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Wikis in the Public 
Sphere
Wikis are a very public activity--everything is available for view
Jürgen Haberman
Public Sphere
"A realm of our social life in which something approaching public opinion can be 
formed. Access is guaranteed to all citizens. A portion of the public sphere comes into 
being in every conversation in which private individuals assemble to form a public 
body"
Mass Media
vs. New Media?
Media conglomeration----approximately 80% of what Americans read in newspapers, magazines 
and books, see on broadcast, cable or satellite TV, watch in Cinemas, listen to on CD’s, radio or MP3 
come from Mass Media Conglomerates. Plurality of outlets but increased media homogenization 
particularly in televised media, but also with newspapers. 
Text
New Media
vs Old 
Media?
Numerous small companies that provide users with a bottom up experience--wikis, blogs, tagging, 
and numerous hybrid variations on these phenomena
False binary--new and old always rely on one another--modify one another
Querying the author-
function
• What are the modes of existence of this discourse? 
• Where has it been used, how can it circulate, and who can 
appropriate it for herself? 
• What are the places in it where there is room for possible 
subjects? 
• Who can assume these various subject-functions?
The aforementioned famous last line of Barthes’ “The Death of the Author” codifies a culmination of subjectivity in text and devaluation of 
what was once the author-genius into a mean “scriptor” serves more as preparation for emerging media than total destructor. When we 
examine the wiki writing process, we find that the distinctions between author and reader have been blurred. Though individual “readers” 
will come across wiki pages, they are empowered to edit the very content they are consuming—to superannuate the traditionally bilateral 
division of reader/author, or the earlier mentioned trilateral division of reader/writer/editor. The reader and author are birthed in unison as 
the wiki “users.” In this moment the author-genius subordinates itself to the community that comprises these super-empowered users.
In Foucault’s inquisitive response to Barthes, the analysis of the semantic tangles of a dying author suggest the potential capacity for wikis 
to act as an evolved species of literature, employing the communitarian army of users on hand. Digital phenomena are seemingly fragile 
and fraught with change: but wikis provide a dynamically collaborative (edit), continuous (discussion) and constant (history) space. The 
internet-born, emerged medium is the digital palimpsest. As such: our wiki—the institution for the wiki writing process—forms the instance 
of an authorial framework for Foucauldian discourse.
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to act as an evolved species of literature, employing the communitarian army of users on hand. Digital phenomena are seemingly fragile 
and fraught with change: but wikis provide a dynamically collaborative (edit), continuous (discussion) and constant (history) space. The 
internet-born, emerged medium is the digital palimpsest. As such: our wiki—the institution for the wiki writing process—forms the instance 
of an authorial framework for Foucauldian discourse.
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in Cyberspace
The aforementioned famous last line of Barthes’ “The Death of the Author” codifies a culmination of subjectivity in text and devaluation of 
what was once the author-genius into a mean “scriptor” serves more as preparation for emerging media than total destructor. When we 
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will come across wiki pages, they are empowered to edit the very content they are consuming—to superannuate the traditionally bilateral 
division of reader/author, or the earlier mentioned trilateral division of reader/writer/editor. The reader and author are birthed in unison as 
the wiki “users.” In this moment the author-genius subordinates itself to the community that comprises these super-empowered users.
In Foucault’s inquisitive response to Barthes, the analysis of the semantic tangles of a dying author suggest the potential capacity for wikis 
to act as an evolved species of literature, employing the communitarian army of users on hand. Digital phenomena are seemingly fragile 
and fraught with change: but wikis provide a dynamically collaborative (edit), continuous (discussion) and constant (history) space. The 
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Will electronic textuality be a new and horrifying book of sand, whose 
number of pages was infinite, which no one could read, and which had to 
be buried in the storerooms of the Argentine National Library on Mexico 
Street?46 Or, with the promise it offers, will it lead to an enrichment of the 
dialogue that each book undertakes with its reader?47 The answer is uncer- 
tain, and no one knows it. But every day, as readers, without necessarily 
knowing so, we are fashioning an answer.
Chartier on the Future of “Readership”
Peter Galison
“You might think that the guarded annals of classified information largely 
consist of that rare document, a small, tightly guarded annex to the vast 
sum of human writing and learning. True, the number of carefully archived 
pages written in the open is large. While hard to estimate, one could begin 
by taking the number of items on the shelves of the Library of Congress, 
one of the largest libraries in the world: 120 million items carrying about 
7.5 billion pages, of which about 5.4 billion pages are in 18 million books. 
In fact, the classified universe, as it is sometimes called, is certainly not 
smaller and very probably is much larger than this unclassified one.”
                                                           “Removing Knowledge” (2004)
“Removing Knowledge”
“One last set of numbers: there are 500,000 college professors in the United 
States—including both two- and four-year institutions. Of course there are 
others—inventors, industrial scientists, computer programmers—respon- 
sible for generating and conveying knowledge, especially technical knowl- 
edge. But to fix ideas, four million people hold clearance in the United States, 
plus some vast reservoir who did in the past but no longer do. Bottom line? 
Whether one figures by acquisition rate, by holding size, or by contributors, 
the classified universe is, as best I can estimate, on the order of five to ten 
times larger than the open literature that finds its way to our libraries. Our 
commonsense picture may well be far too sanguine, even inverted. The 
closed world is not a small strongbox in the corner of our collective house 
of codified and stored knowledge. It is we in the open world—we who study 
the world lodged in our libraries, from aardvarks to zymurgy, we who are 
living in a modest information booth facing outwards, our unseeing backs 
to a vast and classified empire we barely know. 
                                                         Galison, “Removing Knowledge” (2004)
Roger Chartier
“First of all, we must not consider the screen as a page, but 
as a three-dimensional space, possessing width, height, and depth, as if texts 
arrived on the surface of the screen from deep within the monitor. Con- 
sequently, in digital space, it is not an object that is folded, as in the case of 
the printed page, but the text itself. Reading therefore consists of unfolding 
this moving and infinite textuality. Such a reading brings ephemeral, mul- 
tiple, and unique textual units onto the screen, units that are created fol- 
lowing the will of the reader, and they are in no respect pages set down once 
and for all.”
                                              “From Printed Word to Digital Text” (2004)
Printed Word to Digital Text
“...[M]ore than ever before one of the essential tasks of libraries is to gather, 
protect, catalogue, and make accessible the physical objects that have trans- 
mitted the written works of the past. If these works were exlusively com- 
municated or, worse, if they were conserved only in an electronic form, 
there would be a great risk of losing the intelligibility of a textual culture 
that is inseparable from the objects that have transmitted them. To maintain 
the communication of the texts in the various forms that they have, si- 
multaneously or successively, received is essential so that we may under- 
stand the practices and readings of their previous readers. The electronic 
conversion of old texts and their hypertextual publication is no doubt a 
precious innovation that makes, paradoxically, the diversity of the forms of 
the “same” work more immediately obvious than does the printed word.42 
Nevertheless, it cannot be considered comparable to the intelligibility that 
comes from the analysis of the very objects that previous readers have held 
in their hands. This conclusion is valid for the most canonical of works, but 
is equally true for the more humble and recent products of print culture 
that have been and still are the first victims of the illusion that texts are only 
linguistic structures without material existence. 
